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ABSTRACT: Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is very
attractive for producing optical quality thin films, including
transparent barrier films on metal-coated astronomical
mirrors. To date, ALD of mirror coatings has been limited
to relatively small-sized substrates. A new ALD tool has been
designed, constructed, and tested to apply uniform protective
coatings over a 0.9 m diameter substrate in a 1 m diameter
scale deposition plane. The new tool, which we have named
the meter scale ALD system (MSAS), employs a unique
chamber design that isolates a large substrate surface to be coated by utilizing the substrate as a wall of the reaction chamber.
The MSAS is mechanically designed to be rapidly reconfigurable for selective area coating of custom substrates with arbitrary
shape, size, and permanent backside hardware attachments. The design, implementation, results, and future applications of this
new tool are discussed for coating large-area optical substrates, specifically protective coatings for silver mirrors, and other future
large astronomical optics. To demonstrate the potential of this new design, aluminum oxide was deposited by thermal ALD
using trimethylaluminum and water at a low reaction temperature of 60 °C. Growth rate and uniformity, which are dependent
on precursor pulse times and chamber purge times, show that the two half-reactions occur in a saturated regime, matching
typical characteristics of ideal ALD behavior. Aluminum oxide deposition process parameters of the MSAS are compared with
those of a conventional 100 mm wafer-scale ALD tool, and saturated ALD growth over the 0.9 m substrate is realized with a
simple scaling factor applied to precursor pulse and purge times. This initial test shows that lateral thickness uniformity across a
0.9 m substrate is within 2.5% of the average film thickness, and simple steps to realize 1% uniformity have been identified for
next growths. Results show promising application of transparent robust dielectric films as uniform coatings across large optical
components scaled to meter-sized substrates.

KEYWORDS: ALD, aluminum oxide, corrosion barrier, protected silver mirrors, reflective coatings, mirror, ALD chamber,
ALD reactor, scalable ALD

1. INTRODUCTION

Durable broad-band mirror coatings of protected silver (Ag)
are highly sought for ground-based astronomical telescopes.
While aluminum mirrors are widely used, Ag offers significant
performance advantages because of its superior reflectivity at
visible-light wavelengths and lower emissivity at thermal
infrared wavelengths. Currently, the Gemini telescopes are
the only Ag-based mirrors with reported long-lived protecting
coatings,1−4 and the fact that so few ground-based telescopes
use Ag-based mirrors demonstrates the elusiveness of viable
Ag-based mirrors. Even the Gemini coating comes with the
cost of sacrificing deep blue and UV portions of the spectrum
because of unwanted absorption primarily from the nickel−
chromium nitride adhesion layer,1,2 which is an unacceptable
compromise for many astronomical programs. The Advanced
Coatings Lab of the University of California Observatories
(UCO) has been identifying and developing high-performance
coatings useful for astronomical optics.5−9 The Thirty-Meter
Telescope (TMT) project has stringent requirements of

broadband high reflectivity (0.34 < λ < 28 μm10) and
“lifetimes” of 5−10 years between recoating, which has
supplied the motivation for this research and development of
durable Ag mirror coatings.
Large telescope optical components have traditionally been

coated using physical vapor deposition (PVD). Robust
uniform films of precise thickness can be applied using PVD
for many optical applications including reflective,11−15 anti-
reflective (AR),16−18 and transparent barrier coatings.19−21

However, because of extrinsic factors such as the necessary
large deposition area, non-cleanroom environment during
substrate cleaning, and subsequent film deposition, pinholes
are unavoidable and can be a significant problem as they
provide moisture and other chemicals a means to permeate
into the metal thin film, leading to corrosion.22−26 Because
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PVD conditions require line-of-sight deposition, high aspect
ratio substrate defects, including pinholes, may not be
completely encapsulated. Atomic layer deposition (ALD)
offers an ideal solution of pinhole-free barrier overlayers
because of its excellent conformality over complex three-
dimensional structures.27−31 Although it has been shown that
Ag mirrors protected by both PVD-and ALD-based barrier
films are prone to hygroscopic air borne particles inducing
corrosion,32 the low-stress, amorphous nature of ALD films is
expected to improve overall mechanical integrity by reducing
or eliminating crystalline grain boundaries and defects in
barrier overlayers, which serve as diffusion pathways for
corrosion of the underlying Ag.32−35 In addition, ALD
produces smooth films with precise thickness and excellent
uniformity, which is critical to achieve uniform spectral
response across large-area optical substrates. High-quality
dielectric films are realized by ALD, with processing temper-
atures lower than conventional chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) and vacuum requirements less stringent than high-
vacuum conditions necessary for PVD. These beneficial film
properties and processing conditions make ALD an attractive
technique for depositing robust transparent dielectric thin films
on large-area optics. Potential applications of ALD coatings to
large-area substrates, besides protective barriers on first surface
mirrors, include AR coatings on lenses also used in astronomy,
window filters, and protective AR coatings.
ALD is a specific subset technique of CVD that relies on

repetitive cycles of chemical half-reactions to deposit
monolayers of a thin film. In an ideal reaction, each cycle
uniformly and conformally deposits a monolayer on every
surface in the vacuum chamber, and the total film thickness is
linearly dependent on the number of cycles. The well-
understood, nearly ideal reaction of trimethylaluminum
(TMA) and water (H2O) to form aluminum oxide
(AlOx),

28−31 which is also the reaction demonstrated in this
work, can be described in four steps: (1) introduction of TMA
vapor into the chamber, which chemisorbs to surfaces by the
methyl ligand reaction with surface hydroxyl bonds, releasing
methane (CH4) as a byproduct, (2) chamber-purge to remove
CH4 and excess TMA with the exception of a chemically
bonded monolayer of dimethylaluminum hydroxide on all
exposed surfaces, (3) introduction of H2O vapor into the
chamber to react with the methyl-terminated monolayer,
removing remaining methyl ligands, forming a monolayer of
AlOx on all surfaces with additional CH4 byproduct, and (4)
chamber-purge to remove byproducts and excess H2O vapor,
leaving a uniform hydroxyl-terminated AlOx surface ready for
the next cycle. The ALD process ideally operates in “saturated
growth mode;” each precursor dose step is excessive enough to
create a saturating monolayer on every surface in the chamber,
and each purge step is long enough to remove all excess
precursor from the previous dose step. Once all process
parameters have been adequately tuned to achieve saturated
growth mode, small variations in pulse or purge conditions will
not affect the resulting growth rate of the ALD reaction.
Many other metals and compound materials across the

periodic table have been deposited by ALD with a wide range
of properties.36 Specialized techniques, such as plasma-
enhanced ALD, enable an even wider range of material
compositions and thin-film properties.37 The capability of ALD
to deposit films on a variety of substrates, including complex
high-aspect ratio microstructures and surfaces with different
chemical reactivity, has been theoretically analyzed and

modeled.38,39 The ultrahigh aspect ratio conformal films
deposited by ALD are commonly utilized for various
applications including semiconductor processing proce-
dures.40−43 ALD has become widely popular in materials
science applications such as device packaging, semiconductor
passivation, transistor gate dielectrics, chemical catalytic
surface treatment, optical coatings, energy storage devices,
and protective barriers.28,36,44,45 Several variations of the ALD
technique have become standardized industry tools in
semiconductor processing for single wafers and wafer
batches.46 Large-area ALD processes have been developed
for nonwafer substrates, often utilizing a high-throughput
technique known as spatial ALD,47 with the largest published
substrate size of 1.2 m.48,49 Spatial ALD, in contrast to the
temporal ALD process previously described, utilizes the same
four step chemistry process by simultaneously running all four
steps (TMA pulse, TMA purge, H2O pulse, and H2O purge) in
separated localized zones of a reaction chamber while the
substrate to be coated repeatedly moves across the four
reaction zones to obtain a desired film thickness. Spatial ALD
techniques are gaining popularity with large-area substrates in
semiconductor and display manufacturing due to deposition
rates several orders of magnitude faster than temporal ALD
and scalability compatible with manufacturing line processes,
led by companies such as Beneq50 and SoLayTec.51 While
spatial ALD is a technically effective and industrially
competitive solution for coating large flat substrates, they are
not currently capable of coating large-area substrates with any
curvature, such as concave or convex optical surfaces.
Furthermore, existing spatial ALD processing equipment
cannot handle substrates with bulky features permanently
attached to the backside, such as the mounting hardware used
in astronomical telescope mirrors. Because existing spatial ALD
tools cannot be easily reconfigured to coat nonflat substrates or
substrates with bulky sensitive backside attachments, there
have been no demonstrations of ALD-based coating
technology which could be practically applied to astronomical
telescope optics.
In this paper, we demonstrate deposition of AlOx at a

desirable low temperature of 60 °C on silicon wafers using a
∼1 m wide economical commercial glass tabletop as a sample-
holding substrate. Aluminum oxide was chosen as a
demonstration thin-film barrier material for this initial
experiment because of the previous success observed with
AlOx deposited by ALD, its acceptable transmission properties,
its chemical and mechanical durability, and its standardized
acceptance of an ideal and well-documented ALD chemistry
process.27−29 This work introduces a new implementation of
low-temperature thermal ALD capable of coating meter-sized
substrates with the ability to be rapidly reconfigured to coat
custom optics with arbitrary shape, size, and backside hardware
attachments. The key concept of this new chamber design was
originally introduced by Phillips et al.,9 describing an ALD
chamber where the reaction volume was kept small by using
the substrate as part of the reaction chamber, and initial results
of the chamber deposition testing have been presented.52 Film
deposition which utilizes a substrate to be coated as a chamber
wall has been previously demonstrated using atmospheric
pressure ALD onto a ∼7.5 cm diameter area of a car
windshield, but the coated surface perimeter was isolated by a
purge gas curtain instead of an O-ring.53 Conventional
coupon-sized substrates (∼2 cm2) have also been coated in a
traveling wave ALD chamber under vacuum in a similar
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configuration using the substrate as a wall of the chamber.54

However, we believe that the substrate/chamber wall design
employed for the meter scale ALD system (MSAS) is the first
demonstration of a CVD-based coating technique that can be
practically applied to existing large curved substrates with large
backside fixtures in place, such as segments of a telescope
primary mirror like those required for the TMT project.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. Reactor Design. The MSAS chamber, illustrated in Figure

1a, is a hybrid design that utilizes the advantages of both vertical and

horizontal flow chamber designs to optimize uniform symmetrical gas
flow and minimize duty cycle time by maintaining minimal chamber
volume. Process gas flows vertically into the center of the chamber
perpendicular to the substrate to be coated, disperses outward along a
tapered conical entry port, then flows horizontally, confined to the
high-aspect ratio chamber, around the outer edge of the flow diversion
sheet next to the chamber edge O-ring, and is finally exhausted
through eight radially symmetrical KF-40 ports. Such a hybrid design
creates a relatively small chamber volume with a high aspect ratio of
lateral flow, like a horizontal flow traveling wave reactor, but also with
the radial symmetry, concentric gas flow, and increased gas-to-
substrate collisions of a vertical reactor.39,53,55

The substrate/chamber wall design of the MSAS has two significant
advantages for realizing ALD thin-film coatings on large substrates.
First, the ability to maintain relatively small reaction process chamber
volume for various custom optical surfaces allows for shorter process
gas purge times and therefore faster deposition rates. Second, large
substrate front surfaces are coated while isolating the arbitrarily large
volumes and sensitive backside features from reaction chemistry,

heating, and vacuum. These two advantages, illustrated in Figure 1a,b,
are critical for demonstrating practical routine coating application in
an observatory environment. The chamber baseplate design allows
rapid reconfiguration with interchangeable parts: modular detachable
components that can be custom-designed to accommodate substrate
surfaces with arbitrary shapes and sizes to establish a small reaction
volume regardless of geometrical features of a substrate. Specifically,
the currently installed hoop containing the edge O-ring which seals to
the baseplate with a 0.9 m O-ring is replaceable, and the flow-
diverting sheet, which is bolted into the baseplate to guide gas flow
from the chamber center to the edge O-ring seal, can be replaced by a
larger flow diverting volume-filling piece to maintain a small reaction
chamber size and therefore lower cycle times.

Figure 1a illustrates the MSAS chamber with replaceable custom
hardware components in its current configuration to coat a flat
circular 0.9 m glass substrate, as applied to this work. However, this
chamber configuration can be modified to accommodate more
complex large optical substrates (example illustrated in Figure 1b),
such as an oval-shaped concave substrate (telescope tertiary fold
mirror), a convex lens, or a donut-shaped substrate with a central hole
such as a single-piece primary mirror. Substrates with through-holes
can still act as a chamber wall with the use of an additional custom
hardware piece and O-ring to cap and seal the hole from either the
front or back side of the substrate. Backside capping of substrate holes
would rely on less hardware and allow the inside of the hole to be
coated, but it would increase the chamber volume and the applied
force on the substrate backside due to differential pressure when
applying vacuum; this technique would be best applied to small
through-holes in thick substrates. Capping substrate holes from the
font side would require hardware designed to support the weight and
pressure-induced deflection of the substrate under vacuum while still
maintaining uniform symmetrical gas flow in the chamber, but it
would minimize the reaction chamber volume; this technique would
be best applied to large holes in thin substrates. Large-area
astronomical optics such as the examples previously described are
typically designed with a ∼3 mm beveled outer edge to function as a
safe contact point during transportation, coating, and assembly
processes. This beveled edge makes such substrates easily compatible
with the MSAS reconfigurable hardware mounting mechanism by
providing a precise edge profile to seal with using a custom O-ring
and outer hoop, thereby eliminating any edge exclusion in the coating
process. The hardware configuration used in this study to
demonstrate MSAS coating uniformity on an arbitrary large-area
substrate excludes 1.5 cm of the substrate edge with the O-ring.
However, practical coatings applied to large-area astronomical optics
are expected to have negligible edge exclusion with proper design of
the reconfigurable hardware.

The top dome chamber lid of the MSAS, illustrated in Figure 1a,
can be used to control backside pressure and temperature of sensitive
substrates, but the top dome is not necessary for deposition on the
downward-facing active surface of a substrate. When backside
temperature and pressure control are not necessary or desired, the
MSAS system can operate without the top dome and still isolate and
coat large surfaces of arbitrarily thick substrates/objects with large
volumes and backside features. This substrate/chamber relationship
contrasts with a conventional ALD chamber design, illustrated in
Figure 1c, which can only support a finite substrate volume in an
enclosed chamber. In Figure 1c, it is apparent that a substrate cannot
be thicker than the height of the chamber, and the substrate volume
obviously cannot exceed the volume of the chamber. In contrast
considering the MSAS, if a vacuum-tight seal can be formed between
the substrate surface to be coated and an O-ring supported by a
custom edge hoop, then the size, shape, and backside features of the
substrate are only limited by the supporting facilities housing the
MSAS.

Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) calculations were simulated
using various chamber geometries in the design of the MSAS to
optimize film uniformity with the larger scale of ALD process gas flow
dimensions. Figure 2 shows gas velocity modeled in the MSAS
chamber, using10 sccm argon (Ar) flow into the existing

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the MSAS chamber cross section viewed
from the side. Gas flows upward into the chamber center, diverts with
radial symmetry at the 0.9 m substrate chamber wall (blue), passes
over the flow diverting sheet (green) to ensure uniform deposition to
the O-ring at the outer edge hoop (orange), and finally exits through
eight symmetrically arranged exhaust ports. A differential pumping
valve regulates pressure on the substrate backside. (b) Potential
configuration of the MSAS chamber with no top dome lid, custom
flow diverting volume hardware, and outer edge hoop to hold a larger
concave optic with backside hardware isolated from the reaction
chamber. (c) Illustrated at larger magnification for comparison, a
conventional horizontal ALD chamber with lateral gas flow across a
100 mm substrate.
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interchangeable hardware demonstrated in this study with a fixed
conductance gap (chamber height) of 5 mm, with output pressure at
four different orders of magnitude: 760, 10, 1, and 0.1 Torr. At lower
operating pressures, gas velocity increases, and a moderate eight-fold
symmetry is observable which correlates with the eight exhaust ports
under the flow diversion sheet with higher gas velocity directly above
the exhaust ports. It is apparent that the geometrical dependence of
gas velocity with exhaust port position varies at different orders of
magnitude in operating pressure, where this dependence is strongest
at the low operating pressure of 0.1 Torr in Figure 2d. CFD results
shown in Figure 2d at this lower pressure in the mTorr range are most
relevant for this study because this best resembles the operating
pressure of most ALD systems, including the MSAS demonstrated in
this work (operating pressure of 125 mTorr). Additional CFD
modeling (not shown) has demonstrated that modified flow diverting
sheet geometries may be used to further mitigate gas flow patterns
and non-uniformity across the chamber and is expected to be
implemented in future work using the MSAS chamber.
The symmetrical eight-fold gas velocity pattern seen in Figure 2 is

geometrically correlated with the pattern of the eight exhaust ports,
each with diameter of 3.5 cm, seen in Figure 3a from the top-down
perspective of the chamber baseplate SolidWorks rendering. The eight
ports are coupled by four T-connections into four KF-40 lines, and
these four lines are coupled into one KF-40 exhaust port below the
baseplate, as seen from the upward-facing 3D perspective of Figure 3b
in the SolidWorks rendered CAD model of the exhaust system. The
eight exhaust paths from each port are matched in length and are
evenly distributed around the baseplate to ensure symmetrical
conductance during process pumping. The configuration of the
exhaust ports in the baseplate allows for insertion of additional flow
diverting hardware to further homogenize the exhaust flow, which will
be explored in future work.
Figure 3c shows the MSAS deposition tool installed at the

University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) with a 0.9 m diameter
tempered glass tabletop mounted as a substrate (Figure 3d). The
outer chamber top dome lid (140 kg) is hoisted by an electric chain-
drive motor suspended by an A-frame gantry spanning across the
square gas delivery frame. The square gas delivery frame also contains
the exhaust and vacuum pump systems, and it supports the weight of
the assembled ∼460 kg chamber baseplate, optic to be coated, and the
outer chamber top dome lid. The electronics control rack with
customized computer interface sits adjacent to the gas delivery frame.
All MSAS system components were designed and assembled at SMI
Inc. where many other custom state-of-the-art materials deposition
and processing tools have been developed for various applications
[www.SMICVD.com].
2.2. Saturated ALD Growth Mode Calibration. All AlOx

depositions in the MSAS utilized TMA of 98% purity purchased
from Strem Chemicals as the aluminum precursor and deionized
water (H2O) in a refillable stainless-steel ampule as the oxidizer. Both

precursors were kept at room temperature (21 °C), and precursor
vapor pulses were delivered to the chamber by high-speed Swagelok
ALD diaphragm valves via separate gas lines with a combined carrier
gas flow of 20 sccm Ar. Resistive heater wraps maintain the
temperature of gas delivery lines at 150 °C upstream of the deposition
chamber. The baseplate temperature, controlled by eight 1 kW
resistive heater bars mounted symmetrically around the underside of
the baseplate, was held at 63 °C. The top dome lid temperature,
controlled by a resistive heater blanket custom-shaped to the outer
geometry of the dome, is also set to 63 °C to establish a consistent
temperature of 60 °C as measured on the backside of the glass
substrate by a K-type thermocouple during deposition. Upon reaching
a measured substrate backside temperature of 60 °C, all depositions
were preceded with a 30 min stabilization step to ensure thermal
equilibrium while both TMA and H2O precursor lines were purged
with 20 sccm Ar gas. At these conditions, operating pressure of the
active deposition chamber was 125 mTorr for each experiment, while
the backside chamber pressure was held at 50 Torr to apply an
estimated ∼450 kg of total force (0.967 psi) to the backside of the
glass substrate. This pressure, 6.6% of atmospheric pressure, was
chosen to reduce stress to the glass substrate while still maintaining
adequate compression between the glass edge and O-ring to ensure a
good vacuum seal. However, this reduced backside pressure still
causes the glass substrate to deflect downward and contact the center
of the chamber baseplate. Therefore, to precisely control total
deflection of the glass substrate from the regulated backside pressure
without damaging the glass or the silicon samples mounted to the
glass surface, four mechanical standoff washers were taped to the glass
in a square pattern 7 cm from the substrate center. The mechanical
support provided by these round standoffs (2 mm high and 1 cm
diameter) around the gas inlet were positioned to minimize any
disturbing effect of changing gas flow uniformity on adjacent silicon
substrates. By using these standoffs to fix the chamber height
(conductance gap) to 2 mm at the center, we assume that the
variation in chamber height across the substrate due to deflection
increases from 2 mm at the chamber center up to 5 mm at the
chamber edge. Deflection-limiting standoffs may not be necessary in
future work if pressure-induced stress on the substrate backside is
further reduced with the use of mechanical clamps around the

Figure 2. CFD simulations showing 2D uniformity of MSAS chamber
gas flow velocity at four different pressures: (a) 760, (b) 10, (c) 1, and
(d) 0.1 Torr. Moderate non-uniformity with eight-fold symmetry
develops near the chamber edge in relation to the eight exhaust ports.

Figure 3. Renderings of the MSAS SolidWorks CAD models show
the central gas inlet and eight edge exhaust ports from (a) top-down
2D view and (b) upward-facing 3D perspective. Photographs of the
MSAS tool show (c) gas delivery cabinet frame supporting the
chamber baseplate, adjacent to an electronics control rack, with the
140 kg heated dome lid which is supported by an A-frame gantry
during substrate unloading/loading. (d) Heated baseplate supports
the face-down substrate (shown with 0.9 m diameter tempered glass
table mounted as a substrate ready to-be-coated or to have wafers
attached to the downward face).
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substrate edge as a substitute for a high backside pressure, which
would still provide adequate compression of the O-ring seal. While
the use of standoffs to control substrate deflection and chamber
height were necessary for this experiment using a relatively thin piece
of large glass as a test substrate, we expect that substrate deflection
will be negligible for practical MSAS coatings applied to astronomical
optic substrates, because the custom glass substrates utilized in
astronomy are at least 5 cm thick.
The tempered glass substrate used to form the deposition chamber

had a diameter of 0.93 m and thickness of 1.3 cm. Although the actual
substrate diameter is measured at 0.93 m, the 0.9 m diameter O-ring
along the edge creates a seal with the glass substrate which excludes
1.5 cm of the outer edge, and therefore all film depositions are
discussed with an effective substrate size of 0.9 m. Silicon wafers of 0.5
mm thickness were attached to the glass substrate surface using
Kapton tape so that deposited films could be measured with
spectroscopic ellipsometry. This study refers to the glass surface as
the substrate; however, all measurements were taken from AlOx films
deposited on silicon wafers or coupons taped to the substrate.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry and reflectometry measurements at
incident angles of 4 and 70° over a 330−938 nm wavelength range
were taken using a FilmTek 2000 PAR-SE (Scientific Computing
International, Carlsbad, CA) to calculate thickness and refractive
indices of AlOx.
For all deposition experiments testing saturated ALD growth mode,

six silicon coupons were mounted on the glass substrate in a straight
line from substrate center to the edge next to the O-ring at radial
positions of 0, 5, 13, 25, 35, and 45 cm to measure deposition
uniformity from the chamber center to the edge, illustrated in Figure
4a. Growth rate and thickness uniformity along the substrate radius
were examined while altering pulse and purge times of the TMA and
H2O precursors to calibrate saturated ALD growth mode for the
MSAS. All depositions used 300 cycles of the following six steps:
TMA pulse, soak, purge, H2O pulse, soak, and purge. The time-
resolved pattern of these steps is illustrated in Figure 4b. Precursor
pulse times for TMA and H2O were held at 300 and 400 ms,
respectively, and both precursor purge times were held at 100 s while
one pulse or purge time was incrementally decreased to find a change
in growth rate or uniformity. Precursor pulse time is commonly used
to dictate total precursor exposure (molecular flux, partial pressure) in
ALD reactions, and therefore this work utilizes precursor valve
opening time as the most direct and precise method of controlling
precursor reactant quantity in the reactor. Soak time for both
precursors was held at 5 s for all depositions, which was determined to
increase uniformity in previous nonsaturated growth experiments. A
soak step is defined when a valve is closed downstream of the exhaust
assembly to isolate the pump and carrier gas flow is paused to ensure
that the precursor pulse has ample time to diffuse evenly throughout
the chamber. This constant 5 s soak step is significant in this study for
two reasons: (1) it ensures that the entire chamber is exposed to the
full precursor dose, which increases precursor efficiency and reliability
of quantification of the total amount of precursor exposure, and (2) it
disrupts steady-state gas flow patterns, which increases the likelihood
of uniform diffusion throughout the large-area chamber and decreases
the dependency of film growth uniformity on gas flow patterns.
2.3. Thickness Uniformity Mapping. Using the optimized

parameters from Table 1, 600 cycles (∼16 h total reaction time) of
AlOx were deposited on 53 100 mm silicon wafers of 0.5 mm
thickness to measure high-resolution film uniformity. Using the 0.9 m
glass substrate as a wafer holder mounted in the chamber as illustrated
in Figure 1a, silicon wafers were arranged symmetrically across the
substrate in a radial pattern extending outward from the center which
was designed to maximize continuous measurable profiles along a
bisecting linear axis and around the circumference of the substrate.
Thickness and refractive index of deposited films on each silicon wafer
were measured for 60 data points arranged symmetrically from the
center to the edge of each 100 mm wafer for a total of 3180 measured
points across the entire substrate. The resulting color maps of AlOx
thickness and refractive index at λ = 632 nm offer a more detailed
perspective of deposition uniformity in the MSAS when compared to

characterization of six measured points across the substrate radius
illustrated in Figure 4a.

2.4. Comparing Deposition Parameters of 100 mm to 0.9 m
Substrate. A small ALD system, using a chamber style illustrated in
Figure 1c, has been previously calibrated for AlOx deposition at 60 °C
using TMA and H2O.

12 After the MSAS deposition parameters were
similarly calibrated for saturated ALD growth mode, the two reactors
were used to compare process parameters and resulting growth rate
and uniformity for 300 cycles of AlOx. All the deposition parameters
used in these two systems, except for the chamber designs and
vacuum pumping systems, were set identically to most accurately
evaluate the process parameter changes required to scale the 60 °C
AlOx reaction from a 100 mm substrate to a 0.9 m substrate. Given
that the chemical reaction in the two reactors is highly comparable, a
comparison of the optimized process parameters should have design
implications for even larger systems.

Using a small home-built reactor, AlOx films were deposited on a
100 mm silicon wafer using TMA and H2O precursors carried by 20
sccm nitrogen purge gas using optimized precursor pulse/purge
parameters described in previous work.27 The conventional small
reactor was pumped using an Edwards DP-80 dry pump with a rated
pumping speed of 82 (m3)/h at 75 mTorr and a rated base pressure of
8 mTorr, which performs comparably to the pump used to evacuate

Figure 4. (a) For all depositions calibrating saturated ALD growth
mode, silicon sample placement is shown along the substrate 45 cm
radius (x-axis), illustrated with six red squares overlaid on the top-
down 2D CAD rendered image of the MSAS chamber baseplate. (b)
Diagram illustrating an example of precursor pulse, soak, and purge
times for two cycles of AlOx deposition. For all combinations of pulse
and purge times, TMA or H2O pulse “soaked” in the chamber for 5 s
with the vacuum valve closed and no Ar purge flow. High levels of
each line over time indicate “on/open”, whereas low levels indicate
“off/closed.” Dashed vertical gray lines indicate the transitions
between steps in a cycle.
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the MSAS, a Leyvac LV80 dry pump with a rated pumping speed of
85 (m3)/h at 75 mTorr and a rated base pressure of 7.5 mTorr. All
other parameters and hardware used in the two reactors were identical
(MFCs, ALD valves, precursor, and line temperatures). The resulting
film was characterized by ellipsometry spatial mapping to determine
growth rate and film uniformity.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Saturated ALD Growth Mode Calibration. Thick-
ness of AlOx deposited on Si coupons as measured by
spectroscopic ellipsometry is shown in Figure 5. 3D color maps
(Figures 5a−d) of AlOx thickness show how thickness and
radial uniformity depend on varying precursor pulse/purge
times. Figure 5e,f shows AlOx thickness uniformity as a
function of precursor pulse times, where the uniformity
percentage value is defined as the maximum variation from
the average AlOx thickness (low uniformity % is desirable). As

expected, longer pulse times and purge times yield more
uniform deposition. In practice, we want the shortest process
times that achieve saturated growth rate, and we found that
both average growth rate and thickness uniformity across the
chamber must be measured and optimized to ensure that the
MSAS is operating in saturated growth mode.
With respect to the well-understood chemistry of TMA and

H2O, the saturation growth curves in Figure 5 demonstrate
contrast in uniformity and growth rate dependency on both
pulse and purge times of each precursor. As the TMA pulse
time (tTMA‑pulse) decreases from the saturated growth rate
regime, the AlOx thickness decreases at the edge of the
chamber radius relative to the chamber center, resulting in
poor uniformity, shown in Figure 5a,e. However, as the H2O
pulse time (tH2O‑pulse) decreases from the saturated growth rate
regime, the thickness decreases equally across the entire radius
of the chamber and uniformity is preserved, shown in Figure
5b,e. This contrast in growth rate and uniformity dependence
on tTMA‑pulse vs tH2O‑pulse suggests that TMA vapor is more
quickly chemisorbed and efficiently consumed as a complete
monolayer as it flows through the chamber, which can be
defined as a mass transport-limited reaction, but H2O vapor is
slowly consumed and more likely to pass over all chamber
surfaces before being chemisorbed, which can be defined as a
surface reaction-limited process. These observations in large-
area AlOx growth rate and uniformity dependence on TMA
and H2O pulse times confirm the common understanding that
the TMA half-reaction behaves more ideally in the formation
of a self-limited monolayer than the H2O half-reaction, which
is more prone to temperature-sensitive surface reactions
resulting in uniformly sparse monolayers or adsorption greater
than a monolayer.56−59

Growth rate and uniformity also show contrasting depend-
ence on purge times for TMA and H2O precursors (tTMA‑purge
and tH2O‑purge) as shown in Figure 5c,d,f. Varying tTMA‑purge

causes relatively less noticeable change in AlOx thickness and
uniformity across the substrate radius in comparison to
tH2O‑purge, as shown in Figure 5c. It is expected that the 5 s
soak step common to all depositions in this experiment
decreases the dependence of AlOx thickness uniformity on
tTMA‑purge. TMA is highly volatile and has high vapor pressure,
and therefore it is likely that excess TMA quickly desorbs
during the 5 s TMA soak step and possibly condenses
downstream of the growth chamber in the unheated exhaust
lines.56,57 Variation in tH2O‑purge yields more noticeable change
in AlOx thickness and uniformity, shown in Figures 5d and 5f.
With short tH2O‑purge, the edge of the substrate shows increased
thickness when compared to the substrate center. When
considering the lower volatility and lower vapor pressure of
H2O vapor, this higher growth rate at the substrate edge may
be caused by the “stickiness” and undesired long required
pumping time to desorb and remove excess H2O from a
vacuum chamber.58,59 Because purge gas velocity is expected to
decrease from the center to the edge of the chamber as the

Table 1. Initial Test Process Parameters and Subsequent Optimized Process Parameters for MSAS Saturated Growth Mode,
Including Total Cycle Time

parameter tTMA‑pulse (ms) tH2O‑pulse (ms) tTMA‑purge (s) tH2O‑purge (s) tTMA‑soak (s) tH2O‑soak (s) cycle time (s)

initial 400 400 100 100 5 5 211
optimized 300 400 30 50 5 5 91

Figure 5. 3D plots of AlOx thickness vs substrate radius and (a)
tTMA‑pulse, (b) tH2O‑pulse, (c) tTMA‑purge, and (d) tH2O‑purge indicate that
saturated growth mode is attained across the substrate radius with
sufficiently long pulse and purge times. The pulse/purge time axis
direction varies from (a,b) to (c,d) to best display the 3D curve
features. AlOx thickness uniformity across the chamber radius vs (e)
precursor pulse time and (f) precursor purge time shows a simplified
indication of saturated growth mode with sufficiently long pulse and
purge times.
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cross-sectional area of gas flow widens, any boundary layer
formation will also experience an increasing gradient from the
chamber center to the edge. Desorption and diffusion rates of
excess H2O through the boundary layer are expected to
decrease toward the edge of the chamber, and therefore longer
pumping times are necessary to ensure uniform removal of
excess precursor vapor.
The optimized process parameters listed in Table 1 were

selected for further deposition experiments. To ensure that all
parameters remained adequately saturated for subsequent
experiments, both pulse and purge times were conservatively
selected to be slightly longer than what was measured to be the
minimum required time necessary for optimal uniformity.
Growth rate and uniformity were observed with a varying
number of cycles using these parameters to grow AlOx films for
200, 300, and 600 cycles, plotted in Figure 6a as a 3D color
map. Average AlOx thickness across the substrate radius was
plotted with a linear fit in Figure 6b. The slope of the linear fit
shows a growth rate of 0.11 nm/cycle, which agrees with
reported growth rates demonstrating similar AlOx films at
similar low temperatures using thermal ALD of TMA and
H2O.28,30,31,36 Figure 6b also shows the AlOx thickness
uniformity across the substrate radius plotted against the
number of cycles. As the film thickness increases, uniformity
improves, which suggests the presence of local variations in the
initial nucleation process across the substrate.
3.2. Thickness Uniformity Mapping. Averaging AlOx

film deposition across the entire measured substrate area, the
high-resolution uniformity test yielded an average thickness of
68.5 nm with an average refractive index of 1.60. Although
∼90% of the mapped area in Figure 7c has AlOx thickness
within ∼1.5% of the average, several localized areas exhibit
significantly thicker AlOx deposition. The center wafer and
several wafers around the substrate edge show AlOx thickness
up to 75 nm, represented by dense red spots on the uniformity
color map in Figure 7c. Such localized non-uniformity is not a
typical characteristic of ALD, even when using growth
parameters outside of the calibrated saturated growth mode.
When conventional ALD processes exhibit non-uniform
growth due to subsaturated precursor pulse/purge times, the
resulting film thickness typically decreases following a gradient
along the direction of gas flow, as observed in the subsaturated
regions of the 3D plots in Figure 5. In contrast to this common
pattern of non-uniformity, the localized areas of increased AlOx
thickness in this high-resolution uniformity test of the MSAS
are observed on one wafer slightly offset from the gas inlet at
the chamber center and on several wafers around the edge near

the O-ring seal. Because these two areas of the substrate
affected by localized increased thickness are adjacent to O-ring
seals, it is possible that the increased AlOx thickness is caused

Figure 6. (a) 3D plot of AlOx thickness vs cycles showing a linear growth rate across the substrate radius. Average growth rate across the substrate
radius is shown by (b) AlOx average thickness vs cycles plotted with a linear fit, and AlOx thickness uniformity vs cycles shows improved uniformity
with increasing cycles.

Figure 7. Uniformity test of 600 AlOx cycles showing 53 100 mm Si
wafers arranged on 0.9 m glass substrate (a) being positioned before
deposition and (b) uniformly coated after deposition. The four
deflection-limiting standoffs are also visible around the center wafer,
attached using orange Kapton tape. 2D color uniformity maps of (c)
AlOx thickness and (d) refractive index at λ = 632 nm with dashed
lines representing profile plots across substrate x-axis and around
substrate circumference 5 cm from edge.
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by vacuum leaks at these O-ring seals. Because of the high
reactivity of metalorganic precursors with ambient oxygen and
H2O, atmospheric leaks into a reaction chamber are
significantly detrimental to controlled chemistry processes
such as ALD. It is possible that localized regions with increased
thickness directly correlate with vacuum leak points. We will
investigate and correct this as part of future work.
Besides the localized non-uniform areas of higher film

thickness, the uniformity color maps in Figure 7c,d exhibit
three characteristic patterns in film thickness and refractive
index that are detrimental to overall uniformity. The first
pattern (pattern 1) is characterized as a gradient in refractive
index, approximately in a linear direction along the x-axis, from
left to right as viewed in Figure 7d, where there is an
observable hemispherical division showing lower refractive
index on the left side of the substrate and higher refractive
index on the right side. Second (pattern 2), a radially
symmetric single-oscillation pattern is observed in the
thickness profile of Figure 7c from the substrate center to
the edge. Film thickness is higher at the center of the substrate,
decreases ∼5 cm from the substrate center, gradually increases
in thickness halfway between substrate center and edge (∼20−
30 cm), and then decreases in thickness toward the substrate
edge (45 cm). Previously discussed AlOx depositions mapped
in Figure 5 also exhibit this single oscillation in thickness along
the substrate radius. Third (pattern 3), the thickness profile of
the outer circumference of the substrate (5 cm from substrate
edge) exhibits a sinusoidal oscillation. This pattern has eight-
fold symmetry, which matches the same eight-fold symmetry of
the exhaust port placement around the edge of the MSAS
chamber baseplate design as shown in Figure 3a.
Profiles of thickness and refractive index profiles along the

dashed lines on the uniformity color maps in Figure 7c,d are
plotted in Figure 8. The Figure 8a linear profile has a thickness
uniformity of ±2.5% and a refractive index uniformity of
±0.6%, and the Figure 8b circumferential thickness profile has
a thickness uniformity of ±2.8% and a refractive index
uniformity of ±0.6%. Although some anticorrelation between
thickness and refractive index is observed in the circumferential
profile of Figure 8b, it should be noted that the total optical
thickness (the product of refractive index and thickness),
which is not shown, demonstrates similar uniformity as the
thickness due to the less significant contribution of the small
variations in refractive index. Figure 8a effectively displays the
gradient in refractive index with linear symmetry (pattern 1)
and single oscillating pattern of thickness with radial symmetry
(pattern 2), and Figure 8b effectively displays the eight-fold
radial symmetry in thickness (pattern 3) observable in the

circumferential profile. These three patterns in thickness and
refractive index uniformity can be correlated with certain
aspects of the MSAS chamber geometry design. Pattern 1 is
likely explained by variations in baseplate temperatures, which
is plausible given the commonly observed direct relationship
between AlOx refractive index and ALD deposition temper-
ature.28,30,31,36 The baseplate is heated by eight resistive bar
heaters, arranged between the eight exhaust ports with radial
symmetry, extending from the chamber center to the edge.
Two power supplies independently heat the left and right
hemisphere of the baseplate. Although the two power supplies
operate with identical control input, it is possible for small
variations in the thermocouple calibrations and gain feedback
for the two control systems to produce uneven temperatures
across the two controlled temperature zones of the baseplate.
This baseplate temperature gradient can be corrected by
recalibrating thermocouples of both temperature zones
confirmed with external temperature measurements.
Pattern 2 can also be correlated with geometrical features of

the MSAS baseplate. Increased thickness across the entire 100
mm wafer at the substrate center may correlate with the
obviously higher exposure to process gas entering the chamber.
Thickness uniformly decreases ∼5 cm from the center,
increases again to reach average film thickness (∼68.5 nm)
in the center toroidal area ∼13−30 cm from the substrate
center, and then falls below average at the 45 cm edge. This
thickness pattern correlates with features of the chamber
baseplate geometry. At 30 cm from the chamber center, the
flow diverting sheet that covers the eight exhaust ports is
mounted to a recessed edge in the chamber baseplate.
Although the inner portion of the chamber baseplate and the
flow diverting sheet are designed to be nominally equal in
height and provide a flat smooth path of gas flow, it is possible
that the transition between the inner baseplate portion and
flow diverting sheet directly influence the oscillation pattern in
thickness along the radius seen in Figures 7c and 8a. The
gradient in the actual chamber height due to the controlled
deflection of the glass substrate from 2 mm at the chamber
center to 5 mm at the edge contributes to the increasing gas
flow cross-sectional area from the chamber center to the edge,
which is expected to dominate any small unintentional changes
in chamber geometry caused by the seam transition between
the inner baseplate surface and the flow diverting sheet. While
there is a small seam in the baseplate profile that may possibly
affect the gas flow pattern, the thermal coupling between the
flow diverting sheet and the baseplate may also affect the local
surface temperature of the substrate. A refractive index step is
also observable just beyond the 30 cm seam (∼35 cm) in the

Figure 8. AlOx thickness and refractive index profiles of (a) substrate x-axis and (b) substrate circumference 5 cm from the edge as indicated by
dotted lines from Figure 7c,d. Pattern 1 is observed in the linear refractive index of (a), pattern 2 is observed in the linear thickness plotted in (a),
and pattern 3 is observed in the circumferential thickness plotted in (b).
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2D color map in Figure 7d and the linear profile in Figure 8a.
The combination of changing gas velocity and temperature
from the center to the outside of the baseplate may affect the
AlOx growth rate to produce the radially symmetric single
oscillation in thickness of pattern 2.
Pattern 3, shown by the circumferential thickness profile in

Figure 8b, follows the same eight-fold symmetrical pattern of
the exhaust ports around the baseplate circumference, as seen
in Figure 3a from a top-down view of the chamber baseplate.
Increased growth rate above the eight chamber exhaust ports,
like pattern 2, may also be attributed to a combination of
possible gradients in temperature and process gas velocity.
While the local chamber or substrate temperature has not been
spatially mapped, the unheated exhaust ports are expected to
act as heat sinks which may decrease the local chamber
temperature around the exhaust ports and the corresponding
substrate areas above the ports. Simulated gas velocity in the
MSAS chamber at 0.1 Torr, shown in the 3D color map in
Figure 2d, exhibits a gas velocity pattern with eight-fold
symmetry similar to the thickness uniformity pattern
observable in Figures 7c and 8b, with higher velocity above
the eight exhaust ports and lower velocity in the chamber edge
regions between exhaust ports. The possibility of gas flow-
dependent non-uniform precursor exposure in the MSAS is
unlikely in this work, because the 5 s soak step used after every
precursor pulse disrupts steady-state gas flow patterns and
instead allows more time for uniform precursor diffusion
throughout the entire chamber. While the simulated gas
velocity patterns showing moderate eight-fold symmetry in
Figure 2 cannot be applied to precursor vapor distribution
during the soak steps with no steady-state gas flow, they may
be applicable to purge gas velocity patterns, which may affect
the localized growth rate dependent on the amount of excess
H2O removed when purging. As desorption and diffusion rates
decrease from the chamber center to edge due to decreasing
gas velocity and increasing boundary layer thickness, these
rates will also further decrease with any localized areas of
slower purge gas velocity around the outer edge of the
chamber, which is expected to occur in the periodic chamber
edge areas between exhaust ports.
We suggest that the eight-fold pattern in film thickness

uniformity of pattern 3 and the single radial oscillation of
pattern 2 are caused by a combination of spatial gradients in
temperature and gas flow during H2O purging across the
substrate. Because the desorption rate of H2O is dependent on
both temperature and purge gas flow, this initial uniformity
mapping experiment will need to be supplemented with further
deposition and characterization data to quantitatively decouple
effects of non-uniformity in gas flow and temperature on
growth rate and uniformity. We are modifying the MSAS to
adequately heat and monitor temperature of localized chamber
areas, particularly the exhaust ports, and installing additional
flow diverters. Additional CFD simulations suggest that
uniformity of gas velocity and fluid density can be further
optimized by implementing new flow diverting hardware
designs. A simple simulation of a redesigned chamber exhaust
configuration with 16 ports distributed around the baseplate
perimeter at even intervals shows fluid density uniformity of
±1%; this is a simple and significant improvement from the
simulated fluid density uniformity of ±3%, resulting from
simulations using the current 8-port exhaust configuration
demonstrated in this study.52

3.3. Comparing Deposition Parameters of 100 mm to
0.9 m Substrate. Table 2 lists the optimized process

parameters, the reaction chamber parameters, and growth
results for the MSAS and the conventional (“small”) system.
The right-hand column lists the calculated ratio for each
parameter. These results show that to a remarkable degree, the
parameter ratios scale as expected. Precursor pulse times 5−6
times longer are required for saturated AlOx deposition using
the MSAS compared to conventional single wafer chamber
deposition, and purge times are relatively similar. Saturated
ALD growth in the MSAS with 6× more total chamber volume
is expected to require more precursor and surface area than the
small ALD chamber. However, the closely matching ratios of
precursor pulse time and chamber volume and surface area
between the deposition processes of the MSAS and small
reactor suggests that the calculation and scaling mechanism for
ALD reactions with larger chambers may be relatively simple
to predict. Because the two reactors used comparable reaction
temperature, gas flow, precursor source temperature, precursor
delivery valves, and pumping hardware, the total increase in
precursor caused by increasing pulse time is expected to be
similar in both ALD systems. A 6× longer precursor pulse
exposure of TMA in the MSAS is expected to deliver ∼6× the
TMA into 6× the volume and therefore produce a comparable
TMA partial pressure to that of the TMA partial pressure in
the small ALD chamber. Precursor purge times, which have
been shown to be highly dependent on reactor temperature
and pressure,28,29,57 were expected to be comparable between
the two reactors. However, because this study focused on
achieving the excellent uniformity typically expected of the
ALD process, purge times for both precursors in both reactors
were set conservatively longer than the minimum required
purge times to ensure that depositions were optimized for best
uniformity. Therefore, we do not consider the demonstrated
optimized purge times in Table 2 to represent as accurate of a
comparison between the two reactors as compared to the pulse
times used in both reactors, which were more carefully tuned
to best study the expected scalability between the two reactors.
However, it will be critical to optimize purge times in an ALD
process practically applied in a routine deposition system,
which would be required for coating telescope mirrors in an

Table 2. Process Parameters, System Parameters, and
Growth Results Comparing the MSAS and a Conventional
Single Wafer-Scale ALD System (Small) for 300 Cycles of
AlOx Deposited at 60 °C, with Scaling Ratios Listed for the
Process and System Parameters

AlOx growth process parameter MSAS small ratio

tTMA‑pulse (ms) 300 50 6
tH2O‑pulse (ms) 400 80 5

tTMA‑purge (s) 30 30 1
tH2O‑purge (s) 50 30 1.7

System Parameter
total chamber volume (cm3) 14 000 2330 6
total chamber surface area (cm2) 30 400 4900 6.2
pumping speed (m3)/h at 75 mTorr 85 82 1
base pressure (rated; mTorr) 7.5 8 0.9

Results
demonstrated substrate area (cm2) 6362 79 81
average growth rate (nm/cyc) 0.11 0.10
lateral thickness uniformity (%) 5 1
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observatory. We also expect that an eventual ALD-based
protected Ag mirror coating process will not rely on H2O
vapor, but instead use a more volatile oxidizing reactant with
higher vapor pressure that enables high-quality thin-film
deposition at low temperatures with shorter purge times,
such as ozone or oxygen plasma for oxides, or ammonia or
nitrogen plasma for nitrides.
We propose that, to first order, the thermal ALD chemistry

of TMA and H2O can be simply scaled from a well-calibrated
small reactor to larger chamber sizes by increasing the total
precursor exposure amount by the same factor of increased
chamber volume. It should be noted that increased precursor
exposure can be accomplished several ways, including:
extending the precursor valve pulse time (as in this study),
heating precursor containers to increase partial vapor pressure
at the source, or by actively pushing precursor vapor with
carrier gas using a “bubbler” CVD delivery configuration for
longer pulse times. This third method of increasing precursor
delivery is common if precursors with low vapor pressure are
required to deposit films at low substrate temperatures,28,36

and we suggest that bubbler precursor delivery will likely be
necessary to achieve uniform ALD film growth in chambers
∼10× larger than the MSAS chamber demonstrated in this
study.
We predict that this study in scalability can and will be used

to further increase the feasible substrate size in such a large-
area chamber design. Using this substrate/chamber wall
technique, similar high-quality ALD thin films may be
practically applied to optical substrates as AR coatings on
large-aperture lenses or as protective barriers on the 1.4 m
segments of the TMT primary mirror. With an established
scalable deposition process of low-temperature AlOx, future
work will utilize the scaling process parameters identified in
Table 2 to study scalability of different thin-film chemistry
processes in the MSAS. While AlOx is generally a proficient
corrosion barrier for many applications, extensive studies have
shown that it is not an optimized stand-alone coating material
to protect against environmental corrosion because of its
eventual dissolution from atmospheric moisture.60−65 There-
fore, future work will explore low-temperature deposition
processes with the MSAS of thin-film materials that have
shown promising corrosion barrier properties on Ag in
previous work when deposited by PVD techniques, such as
TiO2 and Si3N4.

5−9 The optimized process conditions and
lessons in this work will be used to further optimize MSAS
process performance for metal oxide thin films, specifically
with the use of alternative oxidizing reactants that can be
purged quicker than H2O, such as ozone, oxygen plasma, and
wet Ar plasma. Detecting and eliminating vacuum leaks,
minimizing gas flow-dependent growth patterns with improved
flow diverting hardware, and precisely calibrating and
controlling chamber and substrate temperatures are unique
challenges of this new large-area ALD technique that will be
addressed in future work exploring protected Ag mirror barrier
coatings.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Low-temperature AlOx deposition has been demonstrated
across a 0.9 m substrate in the large-area MSAS chamber with
a 1 m diameter scale of deposition. The well-understood ALD
reaction of TMA and H2O has been shown to scale up to the
larger 0.9 m substrate by calibrating and optimizing saturated
ALD growth mode in a fashion similar to conventional wafer-

scale ALD chamber process optimization. Both film thickness
uniformity across the substrate and growth rate are shown to
be significantly important in establishing saturated ALD
growth mode in the MSAS. High-resolution uniformity
mapping of film thickness and refractive index was used to
analyze the effect of MSAS chamber design and deposition
parameters on resulting AlOx film uniformity patterns. Linear
profiles show thickness uniformity within 2.5% of average film
thickness. Elimination of vacuum leaks, ex situ chamber
temperature calibration, and increased flow diverting baffling
hardware are discussed as possible methods of further
improving uniformity. The low-temperature AlOx ALD process
was compared between the MSAS reactor and a conventional
100 mm wafer-scale reactor, and a direct relationship is
suggested between increasing chamber size and precursor dose
necessary to scale up a saturated ALD growth process. The
chamber design and resulting deposition uniformity shown
here support the possible application of ALD thin-film
corrosion barriers to large-area substrates.
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